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The thesis is devoted to metasurfaces, which 
are composite layers designed to manipulate 
electromagnetic waves. The appeal of these 
functional metasurfaces lies in their ability 
to control the ﬂow of electromagnetic waves 
in electrically thin planar structures. This 
thesis studies different functional 
metasurfaces such as off-band-transparent 
absorbing metasurfaces, off-band-
transparent reﬂecting metasurfaces, 
Huygens' metasurfaces, and parity-time-
symmetric teleportation devices. It also 
indicates likely research avenues for the 
future. 
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1. Introduction
In our everyday life, we observe different kinds of wave propagation phe-
nomena, including mechanical and electromagnetic waves. These wave
propagation scenarios involve interactions between waves and different
materials. Depending on the structure of a medium through which a
wave propagates, the wave-matter interaction can result in exciting ef-
fects. Amazing color distributions in feathers of a peacock or a butterﬂy,
or iridescent colors on a jewel beetle’s body are examples of the struc-
tural colors in nature which happen due to light interaction with regular
and irregular nanostructural arrays on their bodies [1]. As another inter-
esting effect of light-matter interaction, we can mention the light bending
phenomenon which may have been known ever since humans started ﬁsh-
ing. Properly controlling the wave-matter interaction, one can desirably
manipulate the propagation of electromagnetic waves through a medium.
The constitutive parameters of a material bulk, namely, the electric per-
mittivity and magnetic permeability, are the key parameters in deﬁning
the electromagnetic response of a material. In order to tailor electromag-
netic waves in some special ways, we may need to have materials with
constitutive parameters which are not readily available in nature. One
can utilize subwavelength arrangement of structural natural elements so
as to artiﬁcially obtain unprecedented material properties. These artiﬁ-
cial materials have been given the name “metamaterials”.
Planar versions of metamaterials are called metasurfaces which are
composed of two-dimensional (2D) arrays of polarizable inclusions en-
abling unprecedented manipulation of electromagnetic waves. The main
research ﬁeld in this thesis deals with designing functional metasurfaces.
The ﬁrst research direction of the thesis belongs to the general theory of
off-band-transparent (OBT) symmetric and asymmetric absorbing meta-
surfaces. First, we introduce the concept of symmetric absorbing meta-
18
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surfaces which absorb electromagnetic waves hitting any of their sides.
As an example of symmetric absorbing metasurfaces, a novel OBT light
absorber based on a single array of core-shell particles is introduced. In
the second part of the study, we present the general theory of asymmet-
ric absorbing metasurfaces. These metasurfaces absorb electromagnetic
waves hitting one of their sides while offering different controllable prop-
erties for waves illuminating their other side. Chapter 2 and publications
[I] and [II] present and discuss the results that are related to the concept
of symmetric and asymmetric OBT absorbing metasurfaces.
The second research direction of the thesis is the general theory of OBT
reﬂecting metasurfaces. Both symmetric and asymmetric reﬂecting meta-
surfaces are considered. We introduce metasurfaces which fully reﬂect
electromagnetic waves hitting any of their sides while enabling indepen-
dently controllable reﬂection phases from their different sides. Chapter
3 and publication [III] present and discuss the results that are related to
the concept of symmetric and asymmetric OBT reﬂecting metasurfaces.
The third research direction of the thesis focuses on the general theory
of Huygens’ metasurfaces. We introduce metasurfaces which are trans-
parent for waves hitting one of their sides while their behaviour for waves
hitting their non-transparent side can be engineered in a controllable
fashion. Furthermore, we introduce the concept of angularly indepen-
dent Huygens’ metasurfaces. Required design parameters for all-angle
Huygens’ metasurfaces are derived and possible designs for such meta-
surfaces are discussed. Chapter 4 and publications [IV] and [V] present
and discuss the results that are related to the concept of Huygens’ meta-
surfaces.
As the last main research direction of the thesis, we introduce a new
method based on parity-time-symmetric (PT -symmetric) systems to tele-
port plane waves behind highly reﬂective metallic screens. Chapter 5 and
publication [VI] present and discuss the results that are related to the
study of PT -symmetric-based one-dimensional cloaking structures.
1.1 From metamaterials to metasurfaces
Recent introduction of a new class of artiﬁcial materials, so-called meta-
materials, has opened new avenues with opportunities to create new ma-
terials with electromagnetic properties which are not readily available in
nature. Metamaterial is an effectively homogenizable arrangement of ar-
19
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tiﬁcial structural elements, designed to achieve advantageous and exotic
electromagnetic properties [2–5]. In fact, the history of metamaterials
may date back as far as the Lycurgus cup from the 4th AD that uses
metallic nanoparticles colloids embedded in glass to dramatically change
its color as a function of the illumination angle. However, the modern
development in this area started in the mid-1990s. Extreme control of
electromagnetic ﬁelds has become possible thanks to metamaterials lead-
ing to various research directions, applications, and a signiﬁcant num-
ber of otherwise impossible devices such as perfect lenses and invisibility
cloaks [2–4,6–11].
To manipulate an electromagnetic wave so as to obtain a required wave-
front, one needs to engineer the phase, amplitude, and polarization of
the wave. In conventional electromagnetic and optical components this
is obtained by propagating the electromagnetic wave through a bulk ma-
terial over a distance which is usually much larger than the wavelength
of the electromagnetic wave. This way the required changes in the prop-
erties of the wave are gradually accumulated along the optical path. The
same scenario holds for the three-dimensional (3D) metamaterials, e.g., in
transformation optics, we engineer a medium to tailor an electromagnetic
wave in an unprecedented way [12,13].
Although bulk metamaterials have proven successful in providing exotic
electromagnetic effects, they suffer from considerable losses that are in-
herent to resonant elements typically used in their building blocks. There
are also engineering challenges regarding manufacturing metamaterials,
particularly in the visible range, which have yet to be dealt with [14,15].
The main question which we face here is: How can we decrease the
amount of losses and manufacturing difﬁculties in 3D metamaterial de-
signs? As it was mentioned above, manipulating wavefronts utilizing 3D
metamaterials rely on the propagation of waves over a distance in these
artiﬁcial materials in order to accumulate required changes in phase, am-
plitude, and polarization. This begs the question: Can we utilize a differ-
ent metamaterial design, e.g., low-proﬁle 2D designs instead of 3D bulk
structures, to get unprecedented control over electromagnetic waves? The
previous question is tantamount to asking if it is possible to get the re-
quired changes in phase, amplitude, and polarization abruptly without
having to propagate the electromagnetic waves through a lossy 3D meta-
material? Such a 2D version of metamaterials would enable tailoring
electromagnetic wavefronts on either of its sides in unconventional ways.
20
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These 2D metamaterials could incredibly resolve the problems related to
manufacturing and losses which 3D metamaterials are facing.
To address these questions let us ﬁrst brieﬂy review relevant equiva-
lence theorems of electromagnetics. Huygens’ principle states that each
element of any wavefront acts as a new source of disturbance, sending out
secondary waves, and these secondary waves combine to form the new
wavefront [16,17]. A more rigorous formulation of this principle was pre-
sented by Love specifying the secondary sources in terms of balanced ﬁc-
titious electric and magnetic currents [18]. Later on, this principle was
generalized by Schelkunoff, today known as the surface equivalence prin-
ciple, for non-zero ﬁeld distributions on either side of a surface [19]. For
these ﬁelds to exist on different sides of the imaginary layer, boundary
conditions should be satisﬁed at the place of discontinuity. Boundary con-
ditions dictate that to get such ﬁeld distributions, equivalent electric and
magnetic currents should be present on this imaginary layer. Therefore,
according to the surface equivalence principle, for a given illumination,
to create required ﬁeld distributions on any side of the imaginary layer,
we need to introduce both electric and magnetic currents in the layer.
Required electric and magnetic currents can be engineered by passive
and/or active elements. One can put electrically and magnetically polar-
izable inclusions in the layer to provide the required currents. However
for some special ﬁeld distributions, one needs to utilize active elements,
i.e., current sources in the layer. Therefore, utilizing surface equivalence
principle, we can design ultimately thin electrically and magnetically po-
larizable layers capable of tailoring ﬁeld distributions in unprecedented
ways. It should be noted that although metasurfaces enable manipula-
tion of electromagnetic waves on any of their sides, these layers are not
capable of creating any arbitrary ﬁeld distributions.
Recently, metasurfaces, as the 2D version of bulk metamaterials have
been utilized to provide the electric and magnetic currents required to
produce the desirable electromagnetic ﬁelds distributions in response to
a given input electromagnetic wave [20, 21]. Metasurfaces are 2D arrays
of subwavelength electrically and magnetically polarizable unit cells with
subwavelength thickness which provide unprecedented control of electro-
magnetic wavefronts. These surface versions of metamaterials enable
moulding a given wavefront into a desired one by introducing spatial vari-
ations in the electromagnetic characteristics of the unit cells. Metasur-
faces basically are sources of tangential ﬁelds discontinuities which en-
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able tailoring electromagnetic waves in different ways [22–28]. Although
metasurfaces have just recently attracted a great deal of attention, the
idea of manipulating electromagnetic waves utilizing electrically thin lay-
ers is not new. Arrays or meshes of electrically thin conducting wires are
among the ﬁrst examples of thin composite layers which were utilized
to manipulate electromagnetic waves [29]. Depending on operating fre-
quency, these grids can be fully reﬂective or transparent for impinging
incident plane waves [30–32]. Frequency-selective surfaces are another
type of electrically thin composite layers which have been long utilized to
ﬁlter electromagnetic waves [33,34]. These surfaces are usually made up
of periodic arrays of inclusions (e.g., electric dipoles) or periodically perfo-
rated metal screens. While metasurfaces are composed of subwavelength
unit cells, in most of frequency-selective surface designs the array pe-
riod is comparable with the wavelength. These screens possess only elec-
tric response, however, in order to arbitrarily manipulate electromagnetic
waves utilizing metasurfaces, both electric and magnetic responses must
be present in the layer. Reﬂectarrays and transmitarray are other similar
concepts to that of metasurfaces with the array period mostly compara-
ble with the wavelength. These layers have been long utilized to enable
desirable variation of phase of reﬂected and transmitted ﬁelds in order to
control wavefronts [35, 36]. However it was recently shown that arrays
of small inclusions can also fully reﬂect electromagnetic waves with any
desired phase distribution [37]. This new mirror design based on array of
polarizable inclusions offers new functionalities such as unprecedentedly
short focal length, which are not possible to achieve by conventional reﬂec-
tarrays [38]. Holographic sheets are another example of thin layers which
have been utilized to manipulate electromagnetic waves. Holographic lay-
ers are modulated impedance surfaces which employ holographic princi-
ple in order to control radiation from surface currents on metallic bod-
ies [39–41]. However, most commonly, these screens possess only electric
response.
Recently, two particular classes of metasurfaces, Huygens’ metasurfaces
and metamirrors, have been in the focus of metasurface research, receiv-
ing widespread attention day by day. Huygens’ metasurfaces are reﬂec-
tionless metasurfaces which are employed to tailor transmitted electro-
magnetic waves through them [42–47]. Metamirrors fully reﬂect incident
electromagnetic waves tailoring reﬂected wavefronts at will [37, 38, 48–
52].
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There are some drawbacks with the recently reported studies on meta-
surfaces:
• Most of the reported studies on Huygens’ metasurfaces consider sym-
metric structures meaning that they manipulate waves hitting their dif-
ferent sides in the same way. However, it is of great interest to design
Huygens’ metasurfaces which are capable of independently tailoring in-
cident waves illuminating their different sides.
• Most of the proposed absorbing/reﬂecting metasurfaces are metal-backed
structures. This feature is the source of two important problems with
these metasurfaces. First, such metasurfaces interact with electromag-
netic waves at all practical frequencies. However, it is of interest to de-
sign OBT absorbing/reﬂecting metasurfaces which allow off-band elec-
tromagnetic waves to pass through the structure. Second, it is not pos-
sible to engineer the behaviour of these metal-backed metasurfaces for
waves hitting their other sides (unless we increase the number of the
layers in the metasurfaces).
Throughout the thesis, we will address these two issues by designing sym-
metric and asymmetric OBT metasurfaces composed of single arrays of
inclusions.
• All of the recently reported Huygens’ metasurfaces are angularly-sensitive.
This means that these metasurfaces work as Huygens’ sheets for plane
waves with one speciﬁc angle of incidence and as soon as the incidence
angle deviates from the designed value, reﬂections from the metasurface
appear.
To address this issue, we will present the general theory of all-angle Huy-
gens’ metasurfaces. In addition to addressing these issues, we will study
a new metasurface based on PT -symmetric systems. This study can open
new avenues in designing functional metasurfaces.
1.2 Homogenization of metasurfaces
In order to analyse the operation of 2D metamaterials and design meta-
surfaces exhibiting new functionalities, an accurate and complete model
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being capable of efﬁciently describing the physics behind them is required.
Since metasurfaces are composed of 2D arrays of subwavelength electri-
cally and magnetically polarizable unit cells, it is possible to homogenize
and model them with macroscopic physical quantities. Due to the increas-
ing attention paid to bianisotropic metasurfaces, it would be quite appro-
priate to develop a homogenization method which is capable of describing
general bianisotropic metasurfaces. It is known that, although the con-
ventional effective medium approaches are applicable to 3D metamateri-
als, they do not provide meaningful effective material parameters for a
metasurface, since the retrieved parameters will depend on the choice of
the effective thickness of the metasurface [53, 54]. In order to efﬁciently
model the electromagnetic response of metasurfaces for a given external
illumination, surface effective parameters, e.g., electric and magnetic sur-
face susceptibilities, have been employed. These effective parameters as-
sociate the averaged electromagnetic ﬁelds existing on both sides of the
array surface to the surface electric and magnetic polarization currents
induced due to the incident wave. Two different techniques have been uti-
lized to determine these effective surface parameters. In the ﬁrst method
these parameters are analytically extracted from simulated or measured
scattering parameters of an impinging wave on a metasurface [53, 55].
This approach is similar to the Nicolson–Ross–Weir method which is em-
ployed to model 3D metamaterials [56]. Despite the simplicity and ac-
curacy of this method, it requires a new simulated or measured scatter-
ing parameters every time a lattice parameter changes. In the second
method, the building blocks of metasurfaces are modelled as point electric
and magnetic dipoles. In this model the effective surface parameters of a
metasurface are analytically related to the scattering properties of each
inclusion (i.e., individual polarizabilities) and lattice parameters describ-
ing interactions between the array inclusions [2,20,21,57–63]. The main
advantage of this algorithm is the ability of evaluation and re-extraction
of the effective surface parameters when any of the lattice parameters
changes, without any need for additional simulation or measurement.
Throughout this thesis we utilize a similar method to the one introduced
by Niemi et al. [57], since it proposes a model for a general bianisotropic
layer. Here we brieﬂy review this method, since it will be employed in
most of the upcoming sections.
The electromagnetic response of a generic metasurface for a normally in-
cident electromagnetic plane wave can be modelled utilizing the relations
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between the induced electric dipole moments p, magnetic dipole moments
m, and the local electromagnetic ﬁelds Eloc and Hloc at the position of the
unit cells ⎡
⎣ p
m
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣ αee αem
αme αmm
⎤
⎦ ·
⎡
⎣ Eloc
Hloc
⎤
⎦ . (1.1)
Here, polarizabilities of individual particles, denoted as αij, deﬁne the re-
sponse of a single particle in free space to the incident electromagnetic
ﬁelds. There are two key points to be considered. First, since we con-
sider an array of densely located polarizable subwavelength unit cells,
inter-unit-cells interactions may play a signiﬁcant role in the overall elec-
tromagnetic response of the metasurface. Second, the array period and
thickness are much smaller than the free-space wavelength, so higher
order modes do not contribute to the radiated plane-wave ﬁelds of the in-
ﬁnite array and we do not need to consider them. The local ﬁelds can be
modelled as the sums of the external incident ﬁeld and the interaction
ﬁeld caused by the induced dipole moments in other cells:
Eloc = Einc + βe · p,
Hloc = Hinc + βm ·m,
(1.2)
where the explicit formulations for the interaction constants tensors βe
and βm read [2]:
βe =
[
Re
{
− jk0
40S
(
1− 1
jk0ρ
)
e−jk0ρ
}
+ j
(
k30
6π0
− k0
20S
)]
It,
βm =
βe
η20
, ρ =
√
S
1.438
,
(1.3)
in which k0, S, and η0 are the free-space wavenumber, the unit cell area,
and the free-space wave impedance, respectively. As a result, the induced
electric and magnetic moments in a metasurface can be rewritten in terms
of effective polarizbilities and the incident electromagnetic ﬁelds⎡
⎣ p
m
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣ α̂ee α̂em
α̂me α̂mm
⎤
⎦ ·
⎡
⎣ Einc
Hinc
⎤
⎦ . (1.4)
Explicit formulas for the effective polarizabilities in terms of the individ-
ual polarizabilities and interaction constants can be found in [57].
Throughout chapters 2, 3, and section 4.1, we study metasurfaces under
normally incident plane waves and concentrate on uniaxial metasurfaces,
isotropic in the plane of the layer. Hereafter, we will distinguish between
illuminations of the metasurface from its two opposite sides, along −z0
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and z0 (z0 is the unit vector normal to the metasurface). For these two
cases, (+/−) signs will be used where the top and bottom signs correspond
to the incident plane waves propagating in −z0 and z0 directions, respec-
tively. The uniaxial symmetry allows only isotopic response and rotation
around the axis z0. Thus, all the polarizabilities in (1.4) take the forms:
α̂ee = α̂
co
eeIt + α̂
cr
eeJ t, α̂mm = α̂
co
mmIt + α̂
cr
mmJ t,
α̂em = α̂
co
emIt + α̂
cr
emJ t, α̂me = α̂
co
meIt + α̂
cr
meJ t,
(1.5)
where indices ‘co’ and ‘cr’ refer to the symmetric and anti-symmetric parts
of the corresponding dyadics, respectively. Here, It = I − z0z0 is the 2D
unit dyadic, and J t = z0 × It is the vector-product operator. In the Carte-
sian coordinate system the corresponding matrix forms read
It :
⎡
⎣ 1 0
0 1
⎤
⎦ , J t :
⎡
⎣ 0 −1
1 0
⎤
⎦ . (1.6)
In the following sections, effects of different classes of electromagnetic
couplings present in bianisotropic metasurfaces will be studied, so in the
last set of relations, it is convenient to separate the coupling coefﬁcients
responsible for reciprocal and non-reciprocal coupling processes:
α̂em = (χ̂+ jκ̂)It + (V̂ + jΩ̂)J t,
α̂me = (χ̂− jκ̂)It + (−V̂ + jΩ̂)J t.
(1.7)
Here comes the classiﬁcation of magnetoelectric coupling effects in terms
of reciprocity and the symmetry of their magnetoelectric coupling dyadics.
There are certain restrictions imposed by reciprocity on the polarizabili-
ties:
α̂em = −α̂
T
me, α̂ee = α̂
T
ee, α̂mm = α̂
T
mm. (1.8)
According to these conditions, there are two reciprocal classes (chiral κ̂
and omega Ω̂) and two non-reciprocal classes (“moving” V̂ and Tellegen χ̂)
[64]. The four main types of magnetoelectric couplings are summarized in
Table 1.1. Note also that for reciprocal particles the electric and magnetic
polarizabilities α̂ee and α̂mm are always symmetric dyadics meaning that
α̂cree = 0 and α̂crmm = 0 [64].
For a normally impinging incident wave, the reﬂected and transmitted
ﬁelds from a general bianisotropic metasurface read [57]
Er = − jω
2S
{[
η0α̂
co
ee ± α̂crem ± α̂crme −
1
η0
α̂comm
]
It
+
[
η0α̂
cr
ee ∓ α̂coem ∓ α̂come −
1
η0
α̂crmm
]
J t
}
·Einc = R∓z0 ·Einc,
(1.9)
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Table 1.1. Magnetoelectric coupling effects (parameters Ω, κ, V and χ for lossless struc-
tures are real)
Basic types of magnetoelectric coupling effects
Omega Chiral Moving Tellegen
αem = αme
= jΩJ t
αem = −αme
= jκIt
αem = −αme
= V J t
αem = αme
= χIt
Et =
{[
1− jω
2S
(
η0α̂
co
ee ± α̂crem ∓ α̂crme +
1
η0
α̂comm
)]
It
− jω
2S
[
η0α̂
cr
ee ∓ α̂coem ± α̂come +
1
η0
α̂crmm
]
J t
}
·Einc = T∓z0 ·Einc,
(1.10)
in which ω is the angular frequency. Now we are ready to study different
bianisotropic metasurfaces possessing different functionalities.
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2. Absorbing metasurfaces
We consider possible approaches to design metasurfaces which perfectly
absorb normally incident electromagnetic plane waves. Although design-
ing absorbers for electromagnetic waves has a long history, introduction
of metasurfaces has provided a new perspective on the ﬁeld and led to
the development of alternative design techniques for electromagnetic ab-
sorbers. Recently a great deal of research has been conducted on design-
ing absorbing metasurfaces [65,66], however to the best of our knowledge,
only a very limited set of opportunities have been explored so far. It should
be noted that all the polarization-insensitive absorbers, which have been
proposed so far, absorb only waves hitting one of their sides or when the
two sides are illuminated by two coherent waves [67–69].
Here we introduce the general theory of symmetric and asymmetric
OBT absorbing metasurfaces composed of a single array of inclusions.
First, we study symmetric absorbing metasurfaces. For a general sym-
metric absorbing metasurface, we investigate the required conditions for
electromagnetic properties of its unit cells. Core-shell particles as a possi-
ble building block for symmetric absorbing metasurfaces are employed.
Then we extend the study to asymmetric absorbing metasurfaces and
consider the design possibilities offered by the particles of all four fun-
damental classes of bianisotropic inclusions: reciprocal chiral and omega
particles and nonreciprocal Tellegen and moving particles.
2.1 Symmetric absorbing metasurfaces
In this section, we consider symmetric absorbing metasurfaces. The con-
cept will later be extended to asymmetric absorbing metasurfaces to ex-
ploit more functionalities of these metasurfaces.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.1. Geometry of the proposed designs for (a) Design A, (b) Design B, (c) Design
C, and (d) Design D.
Let us think of a single array of particles which absorbs light1 hitting
either or both sides of it while being transparent for waves beyond the
absorption frequency band. Before starting our analysis, it should be
noted that in this section, in contrast to the other sections, the time de-
pendence of the form e−iωt is assumed2 (to be consistent with the time
dependence assumption in publication [I]). Considering the new time de-
pendence assumption, the reﬂected and transmitted ﬁelds from a general
bianisotropic metasurface for a normally incident plane wave [see (1.9)
and (1.10)] can be rewritten as:
Er =
iω
2S
{[
η0α̂
co
ee ± α̂crem ± α̂crme −
1
η0
α̂comm
]
It
+
[
η0α̂
cr
ee ∓ α̂coem ∓ α̂come −
1
η0
α̂crmm
]
J t
}
·Einc,
(2.1)
Et =
{[
1 +
iω
2S
(
η0α̂
co
ee ± α̂crem ∓ α̂crme +
1
η0
α̂comm
)]
It
+
iω
2S
[
η0α̂
cr
ee ∓ α̂coem ± α̂come +
1
η0
α̂crmm
]
J t
}
·Einc.
(2.2)
1In this section, we use the word “light” instead of “electromagnetic wave” to be
consistent with publication [I].
2In all other parts of the thesis, the time dependence of the form ejωt is assumed.
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Figure 2.2. Design A [see Fig. 2.1(a)]: (a) Absorption as a function of the frequency. (b)
Normalized effective electric and magnetic polarizabilities. (c) Absorption as
a function of the incidence angle for 308.65 THz.
The deﬁnition of a perfect absorber implies that
Er = 0, Et = 0. (2.3)
In the case of symmetric absorption, both terms proportional to It and J t
in (2.1) and (2.2) must equal zero for both choices of the ± signs. This
means that to have symmetric absorption, all the electromagnetic cou-
pling coefﬁcients must vanish:
α̂crem = α̂
cr
me = α̂
co
em = α̂
co
me = 0. (2.4)
This brings us to the conclusion that the only possible realization of sym-
metric total absorption is to utilize metasurfaces composed of inclusions
which are both electrically and magnetically polarizable with balanced
polarizabilities as in a Huygens’ pair,
η0
S
α̂ee =
1
η0S
α̂mm =
i
ω
, (2.5)
with all the other polarizability components being zero. To design a meta-
surface it is more preferable to work with the polarizabilities of individual
unit cells in free space instead of the effective polarizabilities. The corre-
sponding individual polarizabilities read [57]
η0αee =
1
η0
αmm =
(
ω
iS
+
βe
η0
)−1
. (2.6)
Many different designs can be utilized to provide the desired polarizabil-
ities in (2.6). Recently, we presented an example of this kind of OBT
symmetric absorbers for microwave frequencies [70]. Here, as another
example, we design a new symmetric light absorber based on the theory
developed in this section. We employ core-shell particles as the build-
ing blocks of symmetric absorbing metasurfaces. For an optically small
isotropic core-shell sphere, the electric and magnetic polarizabilities read
η0αee =
6πc2
iω3
a1,
1
η0
αmm =
6πc2
iω3
b1. (2.7)
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Here a1 and b1 are the Mie coefﬁcients (e.g., [71]) and c is the speed of
light. To design an absorbing metasurface, we just need to equate these
polarizabilities with the required ones in (2.6). This way, we can esti-
mate the design parameters (i.e., the dimensions of the particles and the
array period) and then optimize them utilizing a commercial electromag-
netic software [72]. Now, we can start designing a resonant symmetric ab-
sorber. Figure 2.1(a) shows the geometry of the absorber (Design A) which
is composed of inclusions with a silver core and an amorphous n-doped
silicon shell. In this design the radius of the silver core, the thickness of
the amorphous n-doped silicon shell, and the array period are rAg = 44
nm, tn−Si = 127 nm, d = 700 nm, respectively. The simulated absorption
spectrum in Fig. 2.2(a) shows that at the resonance frequency almost all
energy of the normally incident wave gets absorbed in the layer. Figure
2.2(b) shows that at the resonance frequency the designed layer provides
the required balanced effective electric and magnetic polarizabilities in
(2.5). The designed metasurface is not an angularly-stable absorber and
absorption drops when the incidence angle increases [see Fig. 2.2(c)].
2.1.1 Contributions of this thesis (summary of related
publications)
Publication [I], following the theory presented in publication [II], presents
four different designs for symmetric OBT absorbing metasurfaces. These
designs include resonant, ultrabroadband, angularly selective, and all-
angle absorbers. The basic design utilizes core-shell particles as pos-
sible building blocks which can provide the required balanced electric
and magnetic responses in both narrowband and broadband regimes [see
Figs. 2.1(a) and 2.1(b)]. However, it is also shown that, for some speciﬁc
design requirements, an array of silver particles are enough to fully ab-
sorb incident waves [see Figs. 2.1(c)]. This is so because in this layer, sil-
ver particles are designed so as to provide the required balanced electric
and magnetic responses without any need for covering them by n-doped
amorphous silicon shells. We proposed another design which is of more
practical importance [see Figs. 2.1(d)]. In this design, instead of covering
silver spheres with the n-doped amorphous silicon shells an array of silver
spheres are put inside an n-doped amorphous silicon slab. The physics be-
hind each design is explained and accompanied by numerical simulations.
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2.2 Asymmetric absorbing metasurfaces
Now let us analyse the case for which a metasurface fully absorbs electro-
magnetic waves illuminating one of its sides and try to explore all differ-
ent functionalities that can be achieved for waves hitting the other side
of the metasurface. Satisfying the absorption condition in (1.9) and (1.10)
for waves hitting one of the two sides of the metasurface corresponds to
conditions
η0α̂
co
ee −
1
η0
α̂comm = ∓(α̂crem + α̂crme),
η0α̂
cr
ee −
1
η0
α̂crmm = ±(α̂coem + α̂come),
η0α̂
co
ee +
1
η0
α̂comm =
2S
jω
∓ (α̂crem − α̂crme),
η0α̂
cr
ee +
1
η0
α̂crmm = ±(α̂coem − α̂come).
(2.8)
Here the upper signs correspond to −z0-directed and the lower signs to
the z0-directed incident plane waves. Using the same conditions for total
absorption for the opposite incidence direction in (1.9) and (1.10), we ﬁnd
the reﬂected and transmitted electric ﬁelds when the incidence is from
the other side:
Er =
jω
S
{
± [α̂crem + α̂crme] It ∓ [α̂coem + α̂come] J t
}
·Einc,
Et =
jω
S
{
± [α̂crem − α̂crme] It ∓ [α̂coem − α̂come] J t
}
·Einc.
(2.9)
It is seen from these equations that setting a bianisotropic metasurface
to work as an absorber from one side, it is possible to realize some special
properties (in reﬂection and transmission) for the waves illuminating the
other side of the metasurface. Let us start with reciprocal metasurfaces.
Due to the reciprocity, there are no cross components for electric and mag-
netic polarizabilities, α̂cree = 0, α̂crmm = 0, and the coupling polarizabilities
satisfy
α̂coem = −α̂come, α̂crem = α̂crme. (2.10)
According to (1.7), here, the co- and cross-components of the coupling
dyadic correspond to chiral and omega couplings [64], respectively. Con-
sidering the polarizability conditions for a chiral metasurface and require-
ments for a one-way absorbing metasurface in (2.9), it becomes clear that
there is no possibility to design a one-way absorbing metasurface possess-
ing chiral coupling while being able to engineer the transmission from
the other side of the metasurface. Therefore to design a reciprocal ab-
sorbing metasurface there should be no chirality in the structure of the
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absorber [70]. In 1980s, a new class of absorbing layers based on metal-
backed chiral slabs was introduced which may look contradictory to our
last statement [73–75]. However, later it was both theoretically and ex-
perimentally shown that chirality is not essential to create fully absorb-
ing layers [76–78]. In addition to this, it should be noted that an absorber
composed of a metal-backed chiral slab is effectively a non-chiral struc-
ture due to the presence of the metallic mirror behind the chiral slab.
Now let us consider a metasuface possessing omega coupling. It is seen
from (2.9) that an omega metasurface may enable one-way absorption
while providing control over the co-polarized reﬂection for waves illumi-
nating the other side of the layer. Considering the polarizability condi-
tions for an omega metasurface and requirements for a one-way absorbing
metasurface in (2.8), we notice that in contrast to the chiral metasurface,
in this case the omega coupling coefﬁcient α̂crme is not ﬁxed by the con-
ditions for one-way absorption. The required polarizabilities for such a
metasurface read
α̂coee =
S
jωη0
∓ 1
η0
α̂crme, α̂
co
mm =
η0S
jω
± η0α̂crme. (2.11)
There is an important point to be mentioned here. Omega coupling serves
as a degree of freedom relaxing requirements on the electric and mag-
netic polarizabilities. This means that introducing omega coupling to a
metasurface makes it possible to design an omega metasurface with a
magnetic polarizability much smaller than the electric one. The reﬂected
electric ﬁeld from the non-absorbing side of the metasurface reads
Er = ±2jω
S
α̂cremIt ·Einc. (2.12)
Therefore, we can engineer an omega metasurface so as to control the co-
polarized reﬂection from the opposite side of the sheet, while maintaining
the matching and total absorption properties of the absorbing side. Basi-
cally, most of the metal-backed absorbing metasurfaces fall into this cate-
gory of asymmetric absorbers. However, as it was mentioned before, these
metal-backed absorbers block the electromagnetic waves at all practical
frequencies and have ﬁxed properties (reﬂection coefﬁcient equals −1) for
the non-absorbing side. An example of omega absorbing metasurfaces
which utilizes no ground plane was recently presented in [79].
Allowing non-reciprocity in metasurfaces enables more otherwise im-
possible functionalities. Let us consider two non-reciprocal Tellegen and
“moving” metasurfaces. For these cases, the electromagnetic coupling co-
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efﬁcients satisfy
α̂coem = α̂
co
me, α̂
cr
em = −α̂crme, (2.13)
corresponding to Tellegen and moving cases, respectively [64]. As it can
be seen from (2.9), a Tellegen metasurface can serve as a perfect absorber
from one of its sides while enabling control over cross-polarized reﬂection
for waves illuminating its non-absorbing side. Substituting polarizability
conditions for a Tellegen metasurface in (2.8), the required polarizabilities
for a one-way absorbing Tellegen metasurface read
η0α̂
co
ee =
1
η0
α̂comm =
S
jω
, η0α̂
cr
ee = ±α̂coem = −
1
η0
α̂crmm. (2.14)
Thus, the effect of Tellegen coupling should be balanced with the non-
reciprocity in both electric and magnetic polarizabilities. The reﬂected
electric ﬁeld from the non-absorbing side of the metasurface reads
Er = ∓2jω
S
α̂coemJ t ·Einc. (2.15)
Therefore, a Tellegen metasurface can serve as a perfect absorber from
one side and a twist polarizer in reﬂection from the other side. Utilizing
a moving metasurface, one can design a one-way absorber while getting
control over the co-polarized transmission for incident waves in the oppo-
site direction [see (2.9)]. The required polarizabilities to design a one-way
absorbing metasurface, possessing moving coupling, can be derived from
(2.8):
η0α̂
co
ee =
1
η0
α̂comm =
S
jω
∓ α̂crem, α̂cree = α̂cree = 0. (2.16)
The transmitted electric ﬁeld from the opposite side reads (for nonrecip-
rocal sheets the transmission coefﬁcient is not anymore necessarily sym-
metric):
Et = ±2jω
S
α̂cremIt ·Einc. (2.17)
It becomes even more interesting if we try to make the transmission equal
to unity which happens for α̂crem = ±S/(2jω). For this case the required
conditions in (2.16) can be rewritten as
η0α̂
co
ee = ±α̂crem =
1
η0
α̂comm =
S
j2ω
. (2.18)
This is an interesting result showing that all the polarizabilities are bal-
anced. We can conclude that this interesting structure has the property
of the ultimately thin (a single layer of dipole particles) isolator: from
one side it acts as a total absorber while from the other side, the sheet is
transparent.
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2.2.1 Contributions of this thesis (summary of related
publications)
Publication [II] presents the general theory of electromagnetic waves ab-
sorption in single arrays of electrically small particles. We start with the
concept of single arrays of resonant electrically and magnetically polar-
izable particles which absorb electromagnetic waves hitting any of their
sides (symmetric absorption) while being transparent for waves at other
frequencies. Then, introducing different classes of bianisotropic couplings
in the unit cells, we exploit all the possibilities and limitations in realizing
OBT asymmetric absorbing metasurfaces in ultimately thin layers.
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3. Reﬂecting metasurfaces
(Metamirrors)
When we think of electromagnetic wave mirrors, the simplest mirror which
comes to mind is a metallic sheet working as a nearly perfect mirror for
microwave frequencies (reﬂection coefﬁcient R = −1). Artiﬁcial magnetic
walls are other examples of electromagnetic wave mirrors which can fully
reﬂect electromagnetic waves without reversing their phase [80] (R = +1).
To violate the simple law of reﬂection, we need mirrors with arbitrarily
engineered surface reﬂection phase distribution. Reﬂectarrays, enabling
mirrors with general control over the reﬂection phase, have been utilized
to tailor the reﬂected waves at will [35]. A common issue with most of
these mirrors is that they are metal-backed structures, making them de-
tectable for electromagnetic waves at all practical frequencies. However,
for some applications such as optically transparent microwave reﬂectar-
rays or frequency-selective reﬂectors, OBT mirrors are of great interest.
Furthermore, we can think of an OBT mirror, fully reﬂecting electromag-
netic waves hitting any of its sides, which offers different reﬂection phase
distributions on its two faces. This feature is not attainable with conven-
tional mirrors due to the presence of metallic sheets in their structures
unless more layers are added to the design of the mirrors. In previous
sections, we studied OBT absorbing metasurfaces composed of arrays of
electrically and magnetically polarizable particles possibly possessing dif-
ferent classes of electromagnetic couplings. An interesting question one
may ask at this point is whether it is possible to realize an OBT mirror
composed of an array of electrically small polarizable inclusions resolving
the issues with the conventional mirrors? Here, we present the concept of
OBT metamirrors which offer possibilities for full control over the reﬂec-
tion phases of their different surfaces.
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3.1 Symmetric metamirrors
Let us start with designing a symmetric mirror composed of an array of
electrically small inclusions. Imagine a metamirror which symmetrically
reﬂects waves hitting any of its sides. Reﬂection coefﬁcients for such a
metamirror can be written as
R−z0 = R+z0 = ejφ. (3.1)
Demanding such reﬂection properties, the required effective polarizabili-
ties can be written as [see (1.9) and (1.10)]
η0α̂
co
ee =
−2S
ω
ejφ/2 sin (φ/2) ,
1
η0
α̂comm =
2S
jω
ejφ/2 cos (φ/2) , (3.2)
with all the other polarizabilities being zero. Utilizing relations between
the effective and individual polarizabilities [57], the individual polariz-
abilities related to these effective polarizabilities read
η0α
co
ee =
1− ejφ
1− ejφ + j ωη0βeS
η0
βe
,
1
η0
αcomm =
1 + ejφ
1 + ejφ + j ωη0βeS
η0
βe
. (3.3)
As it can be seen from these conditions, for symmetric metamirrors, there
should not be any electromagnetic coupling present, however, to provide
any arbitrary reﬂection phase, both electric and magnetic responses should
be present in the metasurfaces.
Let us now consider some known special cases of symmetric metamir-
rors. In (3.2), if we suppose φ = π (symmetric electric conductor) all the
polarizabilities except the electric one become zero η0α̂coee = 2S/jω, as it is
expected. For a symmetric magnetic wall, i.e., φ = 0, only magnetic polar-
izability is non-zero α̂comm/η0 = 2S/jω, as it should be. As examples of this
kind of symmetric reﬂectors, we can mention symmetric magnetic walls
presented in [81, 82] which are composed of arrays of single and double
split-ring resonators.
3.2 Asymmetric metamirrors
In the previous section we considered symmetric metamirrors. Let us
now think of a double-way OBT mirror composed of a single array of elec-
trically small particles which provides different (independent) reﬂection
phases for electromagnetic waves hitting its different sides. Such a mir-
ror must provide the following reﬂection coefﬁcients
R−z0 = ejφ, R+z0 = ejθ. (3.4)
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The required effective polarizabilities for such a metamirror can be ob-
tained by substituting these requirements in (1.9) and (1.10):
η0α̂
co
ee =
S
jω
[
1− e
jφ + ejθ
2
]
,
α̂crem = α̂
cr
me =
−S
jω
[
ejφ − ejθ
2
]
,
1
η0
α̂comm =
S
jω
[
1 +
ejφ + ejθ
2
]
.
(3.5)
These polarizabilities refer to an omega metasurface. This is physically
understandable, because we demand this layer to show the same trans-
mission properties but different co-polarized reﬂection properties for waves
incident from the opposite directions.
Utilizing relations between effective and individual polarizabilities [57],
the required individual polarizabilities of single inclusions can be written
as
η0α
co
ee =
1− ej(θ+φ) + jωη0βeS
[−12 (ejφ + ejθ)+ 1]
−ej(θ+φ) +
(
1 + j ωη0βeS
)2 η0βe ,
αcrem = α
cr
me =
− jωη02βeS
(
ejφ − ejθ)
−ej(θ+φ) +
(
1 + j ωη0βeS
)2 η0βe ,
1
η0
αcomm =
1− ej(θ+φ) + jωη0βeS
[
1
2
(
ejφ + ejθ
)
+ 1
]
−ej(θ+φ) +
(
1 + j ωη0βeS
)2 η0βe .
(3.6)
These requirements for individual polarizabilities satisfy the necessary
condition for lossless bianisotropic particles [83]
Im
{(
αee − αem · α−1mm · αme
)−1}
=
Im
{
βe +
jωη0
2S
ejφ + ejθ + 2
1− ej(φ+θ)
}
It =
k30
6π0
It.
(3.7)
Therefore, in order to design an asymmetric metamirror which fully re-
ﬂects electromagnetic waves hitting any of its sides with independently
different phases, we need to have an array of omega inclusions.
Up to now, we considered the case of uniform phase distributions over
the surfaces of metamirrors. However, in most of applications it is of great
interest to tailor the reﬂected waves from a metamirror. To this end, arbi-
trary surface reﬂection phase distribution should be engineered over the
surfaces of a metamirror. Under the assumption of slow and smooth re-
ﬂection phase variations along different surfaces of the metamirror, the
physical optics approximation can be utilized to design each particle at
any point on the metamirror [84]. Recently we proposed an OBT mirror
based on the theory presented in this section [38].
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3.2.1 Contributions of this thesis (summary of related
publications)
Publication [III] presents the general theory of symmetric and asymmet-
ric OBT metamirrors. We start with the simple case of symmetric mirrors
composed of arrays of electrically small inclusions. It is shown that to
get any arbitrary symmetric reﬂection phase, the unit cells must be both
electrically and magnetically polarizable. Then, we generalize the theory
and consider the case of asymmetric metamirrors. It is shown that in this
case, in addition to being both electrically and magnetically polarizable,
building blocks must possess bianisotropic omega coupling in order to get
asymmetric and independent reﬂection phases for plane waves illuminat-
ing different sides of the metamirrors.
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4. Huygens’ metasurfaces
In recent years, there has been an increasing research interest in de-
signing reﬂectionless metasurfaces known as Huygens’ metasurfaces [42,
43, 46]. These layers are utilized in order to manipulate electromagnetic
wavefronts in transmission while keeping the reﬂections as low as possi-
ble (ideally zero). A similar concept to that of the Huygens’ metasurfaces
is the concept of transmitarrays [36]. These conventional layers have
been long utilized in radio and microwave communications to manipu-
late transmitted wavefronts. However, the array period in these layers is
comparable with the wavelength of the incident wave.
Majority of studies on Huygens’ metasurfaces propose symmetric trans-
parent layers which tailor transmitted waves in the same way for inci-
dent waves hitting any of their sides. In the ﬁrst part of this chapter,
our main goal is to ﬁnd out what functionalities are possible if one-way
transparency is required. Can we make the layer fully reﬂecting or act
as a twist polarizer or a phase shifter for plane waves coming from the
non-transparent side?
In the second part of this chapter, we focus on the concept of angu-
larly independent Huygens’ metasurfaces. Despite the ever-increasing re-
search effort devoted to the concept of Huygens’ metasurfaces, there is a
fundamental problem associated with most of these designs which greatly
limits their functionalities. These metasurfaces can work as Huygens’
metasurfaces for plane-wave incidences at only one incidence angle (usu-
ally the normal incidence is selected in designs). The main question which
we are going to address is: Can we design an electrically thin polarization-
independent all-angle reﬂectionless layer which is also capable of manip-
ulating transmitted wavefronts? As to polarization-independent all-angle
reﬂectionless response, the only known examples correspond to tunneling
structures, namely, tunneling structures based on conjugate matched pair
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of epsilon-negative and mu-negative slabs [85] and epsilon-negative layer
coated with uniaxial layers [86]. However, in these multilayer structures
the phase of the transmitted wave is the same as the phase of the incident
wave. Another all-angle reﬂectionless structure based on PT -symmetric
systems was recently proposed which is composed of multilayer lossy slabs
in front of an active layer [87]. However this design is polarization sen-
sitive. Physical requirements in order to realize an all-angle passive ab-
sorber were studied in [88] where utilizing higher-order spatial dispersion
effects was suggested as a possible route in order to realize such an all-
angle reﬂectionless behaviour.
Here, we present the general concept of polarization-insensitive angu-
larly independent lossless Huygens’ metasurfaces. We determine the phys-
ical requirements on the surface parameters which ensure the desired re-
sponse. Possible realizations for such metasurfaces are also investigated.
4.1 Transparent metasurfaces
Here, we study double-way (symmetric) and one-way (asymmetric) trans-
parent metasurfaces. A one-way transparent metasurface is transparent
for waves illuminating one of its sides, however, it enables manipulation
of waves hitting the non-transparent side of the metasurface (i.e., engi-
neered reﬂection and transmission). For such a metasurface the induced
surface-averaged current densities must equal zero for illuminating the
transparent side but have nontrivial and controllable values when illumi-
nating the non-transparent side.
4.1.1 Symmetric transparent metasurfaces
Let us ﬁrst consider the case of double-way transparent metasurfaces. For
a general metasurface, with different classes of electromagnetic couplings,
the reﬂected and transmitted plane waves due to a normal plane wave
incidence can be written as [see (1.7), (1.9), and (1.10)]
Er = − jω
2S
{[
η0α̂
co
ee ± 2jΩ̂−
1
η0
α̂comm
]
It
+
[
η0α̂
cr
ee ∓ 2χ̂−
1
η0
α̂crmm
]
J t
}
·Einc,
(4.1)
Et =
{[
1− jω
2S
(
η0α̂
co
ee ± 2V̂ +
1
η0
α̂comm
)]
It
− jω
2S
[
η0α̂
cr
ee ∓ 2jκ̂+
1
η0
α̂crmm
]
J t
}
·Einc.
(4.2)
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A transparent layer must not create any reﬂection and must not change
the phase and amplitude of the incident wave when it passes through the
metasurface:
Er = 0, Et = Einc. (4.3)
By applying these requirements in (4.1) and (4.2), we can obtain the nec-
essary conditions for a transparent metasurface
η0α̂
co
ee ± 2jΩ̂−
1
η0
α̂comm = 0, η0α̂
cr
ee ∓ 2χ̂−
1
η0
α̂crmm = 0,
η0α̂
co
ee ± 2V̂ +
1
η0
α̂comm = 0, η0α̂
cr
ee ∓ 2jκ̂+
1
η0
α̂crmm = 0.
(4.4)
For a double-way transparent metasurface, we see from these conditions
that all the polarizabilities must be zero, which is a trivial solution. How-
ever, this does not mean that the metasurface is simply absent. Zero
dipole moments in each unit cell mean only that the surface-averaged
electric and magnetic current densities are zero.
4.1.2 Asymmetric transparent metasurfaces
Let us now focus on the case of one-way transparent metasurfaces. To
simplify the problem, let us think of a metasurface which is transpar-
ent for +z0-directed waves. The transparency conditions in (4.4) can be
rewritten as
η0α̂
co
ee −
1
η0
α̂comm = 2jΩ̂, η0α̂
cr
ee −
1
η0
α̂crmm = −2χ̂,
η0α̂
co
ee +
1
η0
α̂comm = 2V̂ , η0α̂
cr
ee +
1
η0
α̂crmm = −2jκ̂.
(4.5)
The reﬂected and transmitted waves due to an incident plane wave hit-
ting the non-transparent side of such a metasurface can be obtained by
substituting conditions (4.5) in (4.1) and (4.2)
Er =
j2ω
S
(
−jΩ̂It + χ̂J t
)
·Einc, Et =
[(
1− j2ω
S
V̂
)
It − 2ω
S
κ̂J t
]
·Einc.
(4.6)
Now, we are ready to exploit all the possibilities to design asymmetric
transparent metasurfaces. Let us start with reciprocal metasurfaces. One-
way transparency conditions in (4.5) show that there cannot be any chi-
rality present in a one-way transparent metasurface, however, omega cou-
pling may be allowed:
η0α̂
co
ee = jΩ̂ = −
1
η0
α̂comm. (4.7)
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For the non-transparent side of an omega transparent metasurface, re-
ﬂected and transmitted waves read
Er =
2ω
S
Ω̂Einc, Et = Einc. (4.8)
Assuming passivity, it is clear that the omega coupling coefﬁcient must
also be zero. However, relaxing the passivity restriction by letting the
metasurface be active opens new possibilities. It is feasible to design a
reciprocal active one-way transparent metasurface which enables control
over the co-polarized reﬂection (controlled by the value of the omega cou-
pling) for the wave hitting the non-transparent side of the metasurface.
The requirement of reciprocity is very limiting, because it imposes full
transmissions from both sides.
Now let us consider nonreciprocal cases. It can be easily seen from (4.6)
that any passive one-way transparent sheet must have zero reﬂections
from both sides. This is because the total power of two waves (the reﬂected
wave from the non-transparent side and the wave transmitted from the
transparent side) is not equal to the sum of the powers of these two waves
due to their interference. Thus, a passive one-way transparent sheet al-
lows control only over the transmission coefﬁcients for waves coming from
the opposite direction (the polarization state and phase delays of trans-
mitted waves can be engineered with complete freedom). Let us consider
a transparent layer possessing “moving” coupling. The one-way trans-
parency conditions in (4.5) take the form
η0α̂
co
ee = V̂ =
1
η0
α̂comm, η0α̂
cr
ee =
1
η0
α̂crmm = 0. (4.9)
The reﬂected and transmitted waves due to an incident plane wave illu-
minating the non-transparent side of the metasurface read
Er = 0, Et =
(
1− j2ω
S
V̂
)
Einc. (4.10)
It is clear that a moving one-way transparent metasurface can be de-
signed so as to enable controllable amplitude and phase of the transmit-
ted ﬁelds for waves hitting the non-transparent side of the metasurface.
A special example of this scenario is a single-layer isolator (for a lossy
metasurface) which was discussed in Sec. 2.2.
It can be seen from (4.6) that a passive Tellegen transparent metasur-
face is not possible and controlling cross-polarized reﬂections from the
non-transparent side is only possible in an active Tellegen transparent
metasurface. Generally, to control reﬂections from the non-transparent
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side in an asymmetric transparent metasurface, the structure must be
active. Conceptually, it is possible to fully absorb the power incident from
the non-transparent side and produce secondary (“reﬂected”) waves using
active elements.
4.1.3 Contributions of this thesis (summary of related
publications)
Publication [IV] introduces the general theory of bianisotropic transpar-
ent metasurfaces which are fully transparent from one of their sides while
providing controllable functionalities for waves illuminating their non-
transparent sides. We explore, under the limitations imposed by reci-
procity and passivity, all possible functionalities for asymmetric trans-
parent metasurfaces with different classes of electromagnetic couplings.
4.2 All-angle Huygens’ metasurfaces
4.2.1 Theory
As it was mentioned before, most of the recently presented metasurfaces
are angular– and polarization-sensitive which dramatically limits their
functionalities. This means that as soon as the polarization of incident
wave changes or the incidence angle deviates from the designed value
reﬂections from the metasurfaces appear. Let us think of a more efﬁcient
metasurface which remains a Huygens’ metasurface independent of the
incidence angle and polarization of the excitation.
Consider a metasurface possessing no bianisotropic coupling located in
free space. Impedance boundary conditions can be utilized to model such
a metasurface [2]
Eav = η0Ze · Je, η0Zm ·Hav = Jm. (4.11)
Here Eav and Hav are the surface-averaged tangential electric and mag-
netic ﬁelds in the metasurface plane, Je and Jm are the electric and mag-
netic surface current densities, and Ze and Zm are the dyadic electric and
magnetic surface impedances normalized to the free-space impedance η0.
For a uniaxial metasurface with no bianisotropic coupling, where the only
preferred direction is given by the unit vector normal to the surface n, the
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surface impedances can be written in the form [2],
Ze,m = Z
TM
e,m
ktkt
k2t
+ ZTEe,m
n× ktn× kt
k2t
, (4.12)
where kt is the tangential component of the wave vector of the incident
plane wave1. Here the indices TM and TE correspond to the two orthogo-
nal polarizations of the incident ﬁelds. The length of the tangential com-
ponent of the wave vector relates to the angle of incidence θ as kt = k0 sin θ
(k0 is the free-space wavenumber). To obtain the reﬂection and transmis-
sion coefﬁcients from this metasurface, we can simply satisfy the bound-
ary conditions given in (4.11), which results in
R =
ZTMe Z
TM
m − cos2 θ(
ZTMe +
cos θ
2
)(
ZTMm + 2 cos θ
) ktktk2t
+
ZTEe Z
TE
m −
1
cos2 θ(
ZTEe +
1
2 cos θ
)(
ZTEm +
2
cos θ
) n× ktn× kt
k2t
,
T =
cos θ
(
2ZTMe −
ZTMm
2
)
(
ZTMe +
cos θ
2
)(
ZTMm + 2 cos θ
) ktktk2t
+
1
cos θ
(
2ZTEe −
ZTEm
2
)
(
ZTEe +
1
2 cos θ
)(
ZTEm +
2
cos θ
) n× ktn× kt
k2t
.
(4.13)
It can be easily seen from these equations that the required conditions for
an all-angle Huygens’ metasurface (i.e., RTM(θ) = RTE(θ) = 0 for all θ)
read
ZTMe Z
TM
m = cos
2 θ, ZTEe Z
TE
m =
1
cos2 θ
. (4.14)
Satisfying these conditions, the transmission coefﬁcient in (4.13) can be
rewritten as
T =
ZTMe −
cos θ
2
ZTMe +
cos θ
2
ktkt
k2t
+
ZTEe −
1
2 cos θ
ZTEe +
1
2 cos θ
n× ktn× kt
k2t
. (4.15)
It can be seen from this equation that for a lossless metasurface (purely
imaginary ZTM,TEe,m ) the amplitude of the transmission coefﬁcient is unity,
and its phase can be fully controlled (in the range 0 − 2π) varying the
electric and magnetic impedances of the layer. Here are two important
points to be noted. First, an all-angle Huygens’ metasurface should be
1vw forms a dyadic product of two vectors v and w.
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spatially dispersive. Second, possible realizations for such a metasurface
are not unique. The latter statement holds because although the product
of the surface electric and magnetic impedances should have the cos2 θ
(for the TM case) or 1/ cos2 θ (for the TE case) dependency, each of them
individually can have any arbitrary angular dependency. Getting inspired
by earlier work on uniaxial perfectly matched layers [89], as a possible
realization we propose an electrically thin uniaxial material layer in free
space. The layer has the thickness d and is characterized by the material
parameters  = 0(tIt+nnn), μ = μ0(μtIt+μnnn), where It is the 2D unit
dyadic deﬁned in the layer plane. The surface impedances for such a layer
can be derived following the steps described in [2]. Assuming nμt = 1 and
tμn = 1, and k0d  2/|√tμt|, the sheet impedances for such a layer can
be approximated as
Ze = − j
k0dt cos θ
[
cos θ
ktkt
k2t
+
1
cos θ
n× ktn× kt
k2t
]
,
Zm = jk0dμt cos θ
[
cos θ
ktkt
k2t
+
1
cos θ
n× ktn× kt
k2t
]
.
(4.16)
These surface impedances satisfy the requirements for all-angle Huygens’
metasurfaces in (4.14). For such a layer, conditions for required material
parameters read [see (4.14) and (4.16)]
t = μt, nμt = 1, tμn = 1, k0d  2/|√tμt|. (4.17)
Although the impedances in (4.16) satisfy the required conditions for an
all-angle Huygens’ metasurface [see (4.14)], due to the last condition in
(4.17), thin uniaxial layer will not be able to provide arbitrary transmis-
sion phase [see (4.15)]. However, stacking a number of these all-angle
Huygens’ metasurfaces, we can get any arbitrary transmission phase.
4.2.2 Contributions of this thesis (summary of related
publications)
Publication [V] presents the general theory of angularly-independent Huy-
gens’ metasurfaces. We study the required conditions for an all-angle
Huygens’ metasurface capable of tailoring the transmitted waves at will.
We investigate uniaxial electrically thin layers as a possible option for
the angularly-independent Huygens’ metasurfaces. We conclude that al-
though a thin uniaxial layer can be designed so as to serve as an angularly-
independent Huygens’ metasurface, it will not be able to arbitrarily tailor
the transmitted wave and a stack of these all-angle Huygens’ metasur-
faces is needed to provide any arbitrary transmission phase.
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The phenomenon of tunneling electromagnetic waves through opaque lay-
ers has recently attracted considerable attention. Tunneling structures
based on an extremely high negative permittivity layer coated by high
positive permittivity layers [90], a negative permittivity slab sandwiched
between birefringence layers [86], conjugate matched pair of epsilon-negative
and mu-negative slabs [85], and also an epsilon-negative slab paired with
a double-positive uniaxial slab [91] have been reported. Recently, it was
revealed that the phenomenon of electromagnetic wave tunneling can
happen through electrically long distances [92]. It was shown that putting
an extremely high negative permittivity layer and an extremely high neg-
ative permeability layer far apart, electromagnetic waves can still tunnel
through. But what if the incident electromagnetic wave is “teleported”
from the input of the structure to its output instead of getting tunneled?
Can we design a structure which absorbs electromagnetic waves at one
surface and recreates it at another place far away from the ﬁrst surface?
It seems that this phenomenon may be realizable employing a new class
of artiﬁcial structures based on parity-time-symmetric (PT -symmetric)
systems, which has recently attracted considerable research attention. In
these structures, controllable combination of lossy and active components,
while the overall response can remain lossless, provides unprecedented
control of electromagnetic wavefronts [93–96]. Recently, a unidirectional
cloaking structure based on PT -symmetric systems was introduced [96].
In that design, half of the structure, which is lossy, fully absorbs the inci-
dent wave and the active half of the structure repeats it behind the cloak.
It was shown that in this structure a small amount of coupling is enough
to deliver the required information about the incident wave from the lossy
half to the active half of the structure. Inspired by this work, we propose
and investigate an idea of PT -symmetric teleportation through a highly
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Figure 5.1. Topology of a generic structure with (a) zero reﬂected power, (b) absence of
shadow, and (c) zero total scattering. (d) 3D schematic for a PT -symmetric
tunnelling structure.
reﬂective metal sheet perforated with a subwavelength array of tiny holes.
5.1 Design principles
Consider a lossless metallic layer perforated with a 2D periodic array of
electrically small holes with a period much smaller than the free-space
wavelength (λ0). Such a layer would have a very small surface inductance
(in our design, we assume the surface reactance is X = 0.01Ω). If an in-
cident plane wave normally illuminates this sheet, 99.98% of the incident
power will be reﬂected and only a negligible amount of the incident power,
i.e., 0.02% will be transmitted through the sheet. This means that such
a layer strongly reﬂects the incident wave and creates a deep shadow be-
hind it.
The main question which we are going to address is: How can one ma-
nipulate the scattering properties of this structure by introducing control-
lable amounts of loss and gain into the system. Let us ﬁrst think about
how we can eliminate the reﬂections from this structure. The only way
to eliminate the backward scattering from this highly reﬂective metallic
sheet is to absorb the incident wave. Since the inductive layer works as an
almost ideal lossless metallic layer, to absorb the incident wave, one can
easily put a resistive sheet Rp = η0 at the distance of dp = 7.5mm = λ0/4
in front of the metallic layer [see Fig. 5.1(a)], resembling the Salisbury
absorber [97]. This way, we can eliminate the backward scattering from
the metallic sheet.
As it was mentioned before, the metallic sheet creates a complete shadow
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behind it. Since the metallic sheet reﬂects almost all the impinging power,
in order to engineer the shadow, we need a secondary source behind the
metallic ﬁlm. As the secondary source, let us put an active layer with
Ra = −η0 at the distance of da = 7.5mm = λ0/4 from the inductive layer
behind it [see Fig. 5.1(b)]. Here, the active side should somehow get infor-
mation about the frequency, phase, and amplitude of the impinging wave
in order to be able to produce a plane wave behind the structure with de-
sirable characteristics. In this structure small ﬁeld penetration through
the array of holes will reach the active layer establishing a resonating
feedback loop between the inductive and active sheets. This electromag-
netic whispering between the inductive and active layers will continue
until this anti-absorbing structure reproduces the desirable propagating
wave behind it. With the design parameters mentioned above, this struc-
ture fully reﬂects the incident wave while reproducing a transmitted wave
with the transmission coefﬁcient of T = −j2.
Up to now, we studied two different scenarios: A passive resonator capa-
ble of eliminating the backward scattering and an active resonator which
enables engineering the shadow behind the structure. To eliminate both
the backward scattering and the shadow, we can combine these two res-
onators in a single structure, forming a PT -symmetric structure [see Figs.
5.1(c) and 5.1(d)]. Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show that, at the operat-
ing frequency of the structure f0 = 10 GHz, this structure is capable of
recreating the incident wave (with the same frequency and amplitude)
behind it without producing any backward scattering. It should be noted
that the incident and transmitted waves are out of phase which means
that the structure works as a cloak. Indeed, there is no reﬂected wave
and no forward-scattered wave. In order to cloak the metallic layer for
a given TM polarized incident wave with angle of incidence θi, design
parameters should be adjusted accordingly, i.e., Rp = −Ra = η0 cos θi
and dp = da = λ0/(4 cos θi) [see Figs. 5.2(c), 5.2(d), and 5.2(e)]. Figures
5.2(a), 5.2(b), 5.2(f), 5.2(g), and 5.2(h) show that replication of the inci-
dent wave behind the structure happens in an angularly and spectrally
selective fashion.
It is quite interesting to investigate what reason causes this phenomenon
and what is the physics behind it. Figure 5.3(a) shows the transmission-
line schematic for this PT -symmetric structure. It is seen that at the
resonance frequency the inductive impedance is shorted out. This phe-
nomenon implies a very important point: At the resonance frequency, the
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Figure 5.2. PT -symmetric structure [see Fig. 5.1(c)]: (a) and (b) Frequency responses for
the case of θi = 0, θi = π/6, and θi = π/3. (c) Electric ﬁeld distribution for
the case of θi = 0. (d) Electric ﬁeld distribution for the case of θi = π/6. (e)
Electric ﬁeld distribution for the case of θi = π/3. Angular response for (f)
0-degree, (g) 30-degree, and (h) 60-degree teleportation structures (Here, we
assume that the sheet resistances are angular independent).
passive and active sides are completely isolated and there is no connec-
tion between these two parts of the structure. The main question which
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comes to mind is how the active part of the structure can replicate the
incident wave behind the structure while these two parts are electromag-
netically disconnected. Do we have tunnelling mechanism or teleportation
mechanism? In other words, do we tunnel the incident wave through the
structure or we fully absorb it at the input and recreate it with the same
characteristics at the output of the structure? To answer this question we
can look at the time domain simulation of the structure.
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Figure 5.3. PT -symmetric structure [see Fig. 5.1(c)]: (a) Transmission-line schematic,
(b) circuit model, and (c) time-domain simulation.
Figures 5.3(b) and 5.3(c) show the circuit model of the structure and the
results of its time-domain simulation, respectively. It is seen that we ba-
sically have both tunnelling and teleportation regimes in the structure.
When we start illuminating the structure, during the transient time pe-
riod (before getting to the steady state) there is a weak tunnelling (plane
wave propagation) between the passive and active sides which is respon-
sible for delivering the information of the incident wave to the active side.
However, as soon as the structure approaches the steady state, there is no
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tunnelling between these two parts [see the transmission-line schematic
in Fig. 5.3(a)] and the structure is in the teleportation regime.
As it can be seen from Fig. 5.2(b), a huge ampliﬁcation in transmis-
sion may happen at frequencies close to the operating frequency of the
structure (i.e., f0 = 10 GHz). This ampliﬁcation phenomenon, which is
of tunneling nature, depends on the reactance of the inductive layer and
may be tuned to any frequency close to or far from the one in which tele-
portation phenomenon happens. Similar phenomenon happens when we
deviate the angle of incidence from the designed value [see Figs. 5.2(f),
5.2(g), and 5.2(h)].
GainLoss
Inductive layer
Figure 5.4. Field distribution for the case of teleporting incident wave through a dis-
tance.
At this point, there comes an interesting question whether it is possible
to locate lossy and active parts of the structure far away from each other
and still teleport the incident wave? Figure 5.4 shows a PT -symmetric
structure in which the lossy and active parts are located at the distance
3λ0. Electric ﬁeld distribution shows that incident electromagnetic waves
can fully teleport through the structure. It can be seen that at the steady
state regime there is no power ﬂow from the passive side toward the active
one, instead, there is a standing wave between two inductive layers. It
should be noted that the same phenomena can happen for longer distances
dt ≈ nλ0/2 where n is an integer.
Here we discussed the pair of Salisbury-type absorber and anti-absorber.
However, the same concept can be applied to a pair of a Dallenbach ab-
sorber and an anti-absorber [98]. This way we can realize electrically thin
angular and frequency ﬁlters.
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5.2 Contributions of this thesis (summary of related publications)
Publication [VI] discusses the scattering properties of a new PT -symmetric
structure. We show that putting an active layer behind a highly reﬂective
metallic sheet perforated with a 2D subwavelength array of tiny holes,
one can engineer the shadow behind the reﬂective sheet. It is shown that
a little amount of ﬁeld penetration through the highly reﬂective metallic
sheet is enough to establish a feedback loop between the inductive and
active layers which is responsible to delivering the information of the in-
cident wave to the active layer. We also show that plane waves can be fully
“teleported” through the thin metallic layer, assisted by a pair of lossy and
active sheets in front and behind the screen.
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6. Conclusions
This thesis contributes to the development of functional metasurfaces. We
have studied OBT absorbing metasurfaces, OBT reﬂecting metasurfaces,
Huygens’ metasurfaces, and PT -symmetric metasurfaces.
We ﬁrst introduced the general theory of OBT absorbing metasurfaces
composed of single arrays of polarizable inclusions. We studied the con-
cept of both symmetric and asymmetric absorbing metasurfaces. The de-
sign possibilities offered by the particles of all four fundamental classes of
bianisotropic inclusions: reciprocal chiral and omega particles and nonre-
ciprocal Tellegen and moving particles were explored.
We next introduced the general concept of OBT reﬂecting metasurfaces.
We investigated the physical requirements to realize symmetric and asym-
metric OBT mirrors. It was shown that metasurfaces with bianisotropic
omega coupling are required to get asymmetric response in reﬂection phase
for plane waves hitting their different sides.
The third part of the thesis was devoted to the general theory of Huy-
gens’ metasurfaces. We ﬁrst presented the concept of symmetric and
asymmetric transparent metasurfaces. All possible functionalities con-
sidering limitations due to reciprocity and passivity were investigated.
Furthermore, we studied the concept of all-angle Huygens’ metasurfaces.
These metasurfaces do not produce any reﬂections for arbitrary illumina-
tions, while they are fully able to tailor transmitted waves.
In the last part of the thesis, we studied the concept of one-dimensional
cloak based on PT -symmetric systems. We showed that electromagnetic
plane waves can be fully recreated behind a thin, nearly fully reﬂective
sheet, assisted by a pair of PT -symmetric lossy and active sheets in front
and behind the screen. It was shown that the same concept can be applied
in order to cloak a structure composed of two parallel highly-reﬂective
metallic sheets located far away from each other. This phenomenon looks
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like teleporting electromagnetic waves (absorbing electromagnetic waves
at one point and recreating them at a different point) through electrically
long distances, however it should be noted that the restored ﬁelds have
the same phase as the incident wave at the place of the active sheet (sim-
ilar to cloaking phenomenon).
Throughout the thesis we have theoretically introduced different func-
tional metasurfaces. We believe that the results reported in this thesis
can contribute to a big step forward in the ﬁeld of metasurfaces and open
up new and more revealing directions for research. Studying angular de-
pendency of OBT absorbing, OBT reﬂecting, and transparent metasur-
faces, realizing these metasurfaces in different frequency ranges, and de-
signing Dallenbach-type PT -symmetric metasurfaces could be some in-
teresting topics for future research works.
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Errata
Publication II
There are misprints in equations (1) and (2). The correct form of these
equations read as follows:
Eforward =
−jω
2S
(η0p+m) , Eback =
−jω
2S
(η0p−m)
The rest of the discussions and results in the paper remain unaffected.
Publication VI
In addition to the teleportation phenomenon which happens at the res-
onance frequency of the presented structures, a huge ampliﬁcation may
happen in transmission which is of tunneling nature. Depending on the
reactance of the inductive layers, this high-amplitude tunneling phenomenon
can occur at frequencies close or far from the teleportation frequency. Sim-
ilar phenomenon happens when we deviate the angle of incidence from the
designed value. A detailed investigation will be subject of another study.
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The thesis is devoted to metasurfaces, which 
are composite layers designed to manipulate 
electromagnetic waves. The appeal of these 
functional metasurfaces lies in their ability 
to control the ﬂow of electromagnetic waves 
in electrically thin planar structures. This 
thesis studies different functional 
metasurfaces such as off-band-transparent 
absorbing metasurfaces, off-band-
transparent reﬂecting metasurfaces, 
Huygens' metasurfaces, and parity-time-
symmetric teleportation devices. It also 
indicates likely research avenues for the 
future. 
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